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Autocar India
Verdict:

• What’s clear is that the TIGOR is not just a Tiago with a boot. It’s got a different vibe and that’s all thanks
to the way it looks. It is an attractive car and has a certain visual appeal that the typical compact sedan
doesn’t have. In a sense, the TIGOR will attract buyers to whom design and style get priority over
practicality. That’s not to say the TIGOR isn’t practical. Much to the contrary, it’s got a well thought-out
cabin, ample interior space and a large and useable boot. At the same time, top-spec TIGOR’s also address
modern day requirements for connectivity and features Where the TIGOR could have been better is under
the bonnet. Both the petrol and the diesel engine could have done with more power. In fact, given the
good ride and handling package, the powertrain is the sole area where the TIGOR feels a notch down to
the existing compact sedans.

Link: http://www.autocarindia.com/auto-reviews/2017-tata-TIGOR-review-test-drive-404467.aspx

Tata TIGOR review video-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJlaqQ68qOU

http://www.autocarindia.com/auto-reviews/2017-tata-TIGOR-review-test-drive-404467.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJlaqQ68qOU


Overdrive
Verdict:

• The Tata TIGOR does come across as a smart looking sub-4m sedan. That paired with the features list can
make it a value for money offering if priced right. In a nutshell the TIGOR has noisy cabin overall, but has
impressive level of comfort and kit for an entry level of sedan. It is a roomier alternative to the TIAGO. It
would be better classified as an urban runabout than a highway muncher. The TIGOR adds freshness to
this segment by being a smart looking well kitted value for money offering.“

Link: http://overdrive.in/reviews/2017-tata-TIGOR-first-drive-review/

Tata TIGOR review video- https://we.tl/bJobozxgXT

http://overdrive.in/reviews/2017-tata-tigor-first-drive-review/


CNBC Awaz- Overdrive
Verdict:

• In terms of city performance the drivability of the TIGOR is really good, but the segment in which its
entering is crowded by a lot of other players as well. Pricing will play a key role for its success

Tata TIGOR review video- https://we.tl/RdBSjSHpS3



Zee Business- Zeegnition

Verdict:

• TIGOR is a complete package which comes with premium features and stylish design

Tata TIGOR review video- https://we.tl/5njTU3oJOZ



BTVi- The Autoshow

Verdict:

• The Tata Motors car are looking much better than before, the design language is looking more aggressive
and stylish. The TIGOR drives very well its packed with features which is important and relevant. A thumbs
up to Tata Motors.

Tata TIGOR review video: https://we.tl/IGJKx1ln5I



BBC Topgear

Verdict:

• Arguably the best-looking compact sedan. Comfortable and surprisingly pleasant to drive. Petrol engine is
our pick.

Link: http://www.topgear.com/india/tata/review-tata-TIGOR/itemid-51

http://www.topgear.com/india/tata/review-tata-TIGOR/itemid-51


Evo India
Verdict:

• A final verdict can only come with the price since this segment is so price-sensitive. That aside, the Tigor
feels like an impressive all-round product. The styling to my eyes is the best in this segment, and it comes
packed with features, is spacious and comfortable. The petrol engine is a strong competitor but the diesel
feels underpowered compared to other compact sedans. It rides well, which on a short test drive, buyers
will find instantly impressive. If Tata can undercut its rivals with the price, the Tigor could prove to be a
huge success.

Link: http://evoindia.com/tata-tigor-review/

http://evoindia.com/tata-tigor-review/


AutoX
Verdict:

• When we look at the TIGOR from a wider compass then, it represents another leap for Tata’s product team
in developing a product better than their previous efforts. They’ve made progress in all respects of the car,
and the hard work shows, barring a few small niggles. And it certainly is a worthy competitor to its rivals.

Link: https://www.autox.in/reviews/car-reviews/new-2017-tata-TIGOR-review-first-drive/

https://www.autox.in/reviews/car-reviews/new-2017-tata-tigor-review-first-drive/


Motoring World
Verdict:

• To sum things up, the TIGOR is an extremely tempting proposition for people who are looking for a
hatchback with a boot. And with the way it looks, it should have little trouble drawing people into Tata
showrooms. Oh, I almost forgot to mention the climate control system and the music system; both are
extremely important features for me in daily life and I have to say both are excellent in the TIGOR. And, oh
again, the boot is 419 litres in volume, not something to take lightly at all. However, everything depends
on the price; Tata will announce the TIGOR’s pricing on the 29th of March and that will determine how
well or not it’s received. If the Tiago’s price tag is anything to go by, I expect a competitive number to be
stuck on the TIGOR – Rs 50,000 for each trim level over the Tiago would be a fair amount, I’d suppose.
Four metres and all.

Link: http://motoring.world/car-reviews/tata-TIGOR-first-drive-review-specs-expected-prices-launch-kite-
sedan/

http://motoring.world/car-reviews/tata-TIGOR-first-drive-review-specs-expected-prices-launch-kite-sedan/


Digit
Verdict:

• Upon first impressions, the Tata TIGOR does quite well. It offers everything you would want in your car - all
power windows (driver’s one is automatic), a thorough infotainment system, decent designing, reliable
drive and ride qualities and so on, all of which combine to make the Tata TIGOR an interesting prospect.
Tata set off by stating that it does not want the TIGOR to feel like a compromise, and in more ways than
not, it really does not feel like a majorly compromised purchase. There are certain areas that may do
better with more refinement, but the car is still quite well equipped. Pricing will be key if Tata is to revive
sales of the sub-four metre compact sedan industry with the new Tata TIGOR. Industry estimates put the
Tata TIGOR’s launch pricing to be around Rs. 4,00,000 for the base model and go up to around Rs. 6,50,000
for the top trims, which will see it go up against fairly stiff competition like the Maruti Suzuki Baleno,
Hyundai Xcent and more. The Tata TIGOR is well poised for the fight, and looking at how it has shaped up,
it will not give up too easily either.

Link: http://www.digit.in/car-tech/tata-TIGOR-first-drive-review-technology-inside-price-specifications-launch-
india-34204.html

http://www.digit.in/car-tech/tata-tigor-first-drive-review-technology-inside-price-specifications-launch-india-34204.html


NDTV- Car and Bike
Verdict:

• The TIGOR rides and handles well, is very well equipped, spacious and frankly, thoughtfully engineered.
And although we wish the engines were a little peppier and more refined, one of the biggest reasons we
think the TIGOR will be popular will be because of how it looks. As a package, the TIGOR is extremely well
suited for any Indian family who wants to upgrade from an entry level hatchback but still wants a three
box design.

Link- http://auto.ndtv.com/reviews/tata-TIGOR-review-1671008

Tata TIGOR review video- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIy9yIj72nQ

http://auto.ndtv.com/reviews/tata-TIGOR-review-1671008
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIy9yIj72nQ


Zigwheels/Car Dekho
Verdict:

• The Tata TIGOR comes across as a very well-packaged compact sedan with its stylish design, interior space,
boot volume of 419 litres (which is larger than the Zest’s), and comfort and equipment levels. Rear seat
comfort is excellent, complemented well by brilliant ride quality. The petrol engine, while adequate,
should have been peppier. The diesel, however, is a bit disappointing. Cabin and engine noise could have
been better damped too. The car comes loaded with most features buyers look for, while the head-turning
design will impress buyers across various age groups with its stylishness. 170mm of ground clearance is a
boon, and should allow driving the car without a worry on most surfaces. The TIGOR should thus make for
a good buy if you want a comfortable, spacious and efficient city car that can also manage short weekend
trips. We expect pricing to begin from about 4.2 lakh rupees for the base petrol variant, going up to 6.5
lakh for the diesel XZ, which should help it undercut its competitors, and create a new niche for Tata
Motors.Link:

Link- https://www.cardekho.com/road-test/tata-TIGOR-first-drive-review-439.htm

Tata TIGOR review video- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdGtWdu0Cnc&t=433s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdGtWdu0Cnc&t=433s


The Financial Express
Verdict:

• The TIGOR will be launched on March 29. It’s one of the most spacious cars in its segment and is so stylish
that it will attract a cross-section of buyers. It’s got that “I-wanna-buy-it-for-the-way-it-looks” character.
And the Tiago experience proves that these new-age Tata cars are not just about style, but more about
substance.

Link: http://www.financialexpress.com/industry/car-review-tata-TIGOR-brings-style-back-to-the-
segment/594690/

http://www.financialexpress.com/industry/car-review-tata-tigor-brings-style-back-to-the-segment/594690/


Expressdrives
Verdict:

• Overall, the TIGOR is an impressive product on many accounts, especially exterior design and the
infotainment system. Smart features such as the smart four-link boot too reflect the focus on providing
functionality to consumers. There are bits that could've been better but most of them aren't going to
make any major difference to the cabin experience. Where the TIGOR stands out is its design because in a
segment challenged by dimensional restrictions, we've become used to seeing ugly vehicles mostly. The
TIGOR on the contrary comes across as a handsome vehicle despite the challenges. Design is one of the
first impressions that a consumer gets about a car and the TIGOR creates one better than any other car in
its segment. It's got other areas too covered well so in the end it boils down to pricing. The car will be
launched towards the end of March and if Tata Motors can price the TIGOR competitively, there's no
reason why it can't become the a major contender in the sub-compact sedan segment.

Link: http://www.financialexpress.com/auto/reviews/tata-TIGOR-review-sign-of-a-company-getting-
younger/593659/

Tata TIGOR review video-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOAeRgl7AbM&t=70s

http://www.financialexpress.com/auto/reviews/tata-tigor-review-sign-of-a-company-getting-younger/593659/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOAeRgl7AbM&t=70s


The Hindu Business Line
Verdict:

• Needless to say that Tata Motors has managed to improve the performance of its vehicles, with cars like
the Tiago and Hexa. The company is similarly expecting a lot from the TIGOR too. But, Tata has to work
harder to convince the customers' and break out of their mindset, when it comes to performance of their
cars. For instance, we still get to hear certain perceptions like one we got while driving between Gurgaon
and Manesar, where a village leader (sarpanch) said "dikhne mein toh bahot achha laage hai, par Tata ki
gaadiyan uthhe na hai" (look wise it is great, but Tata cars lack in pick-up).

Link: http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/specials/auto-focus/tata-TIGOR-review/article9591407.ec

http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/specials/auto-focus/tata-tigor-review/article9591407.ec


CarTrade
Verdict:

• Tata’s TIGOR has a lot going for it. Things like the attractive overall design with a premium feel, the
spacious cabin with comfortable seating for four, is feature rich, has adequate performance from both
engines, and has got a pliant ride with composed road manners at higher speeds. On the flipside, the seats
can be too soft for long journeys, performance from the diesel motor could have been better, and the slow
speed ride is stiff. Also, the gearbox has long throws, the steering feels vague and the visibility out of the
rear windscreen isn’t great. That said, opting for the variant with a rear view camera should sort it out.
Now, the TIGOR doesn’t really have a segment to fall under and should sit below compact-sedans like the
Maruti Swift Dzire and the Hyundai Xcent. Which is ideally the space occupied by large hatchbacks like the
Maruti Swift and the Hyundai Grand i10. Though it seems obvious by now that the TIGOR plays the value-
for-money card, it also benefits from a spacious cabin and practicality from the extra boot space. We
expect the TIGOR to be priced dearer than the Tiago by Rs 60,000 across variants which will make it yet
another success story from the Tata stable.

Link: https://www.cartrade.com/tata-cars/TIGOR/reviews/TIGOR-expert-reviews/206802.html

https://www.cartrade.com/tata-cars/tigor/reviews/tigor-expert-reviews/206802.html


CarWale
Verdict:

• A lot depends, at what price point Tata launches the TIGOR. We expect it to cost around Rs 50,000 more
than the Tiago which will help it undercut all the sub-four metre sedans by a massive margin. Although the
TIGOR is not perfect, a surprisingly low price, will surely make the TIGOR a compelling proposition. The
price is not only the element which will make the TIGOR a good buy come 29th of March. Things like the
well-specced features list, pliant ride, striking design and a spacious cabin makes it a well-rounded product
too. It seems, Tata have got yet another winner up their sleeve.

Link: https://www.carwale.com/tata-cars/TIGOR/expert-reviews-28265/

https://www.carwale.com/tata-cars/tigor/expert-reviews-28265/


Motorbeam
Verdict:

• After spending some time with the TIGOR, we believe Tata Motors have got another winner in their hands
after the Tiago, if they price it well. The Styleback design of the TIGOR is unique and looks quite appealing,
the interiors are loaded with features, the cabin is spacious and practical while the engines are also fuel
efficient. If accepted well in the market, the TIGOR can give some serious threat to the compact sedan
segment.

Link: https://www.motorbeam.com/2017/03/cars/tata-TIGOR/tata-TIGOR-review-test-drive/

https://www.motorbeam.com/2017/03/cars/tata-tigor/tata-tigor-review-test-drive/


Motorworld India 
Verdict:

• Tata Motors has definitely come a long way with the Tigor, not only for itself but also in this fiercely
competitive segment. The company has nailed it with the coupe design and we feel it’s the best looking
sub 4-metre sedan design till date. The company is redefining this rather staid segment inclined towards
practicality with its stylish design. They have also proved that a classy silhouette can also be practical by
giving it best in class boot space which holds important in this segment. The ride is again best in class,
along with the build quality that is a far cry from the Tatas of yore. This is a car that, if priced competitively
(like the Tiago) can steal the show from its rivals.

Link: http://www.motorworldindia.com/tata-tigor-road-test-review/

http://www.motorworldindia.com/tata-tigor-road-test-review/


Autoportal
Verdict:

• The Styleback design of the TIGOR is unique and looks quite appealing, the interiors are loaded with
features, the cabin is spacious and practical while the engines are also fuel efficient.

Tata TIGOR review video- : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfWvxzssHuM&t=21s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfWvxzssHuM&t=21s


RushLane
Verdict:

• The Tata TIGOR is not a car to be scribbled off for a choice when you’re looking for a budget family car just
because you think you know what Tata cars mean in general. It truly deserves a personal visit before you
make a decision, and you’d at least leave the showroom surprised if not as a customer.

Link: https://www.rushlane.com/tata-TIGOR-review-test-drive-12237782.html

https://www.rushlane.com/tata-tigor-review-test-drive-12237782.html


Dainik Jagran
Verdict:

• The Tata Tigor is a game changer in the compact sedan segment with its focus on design. The petrol Tata
Tigor is the one to go for; though the frugal diesel will also attract a lot of attention. The Tata Tigor will be
priced aggressively and should give the Swift Dzire, Honda Amaze and the Hyundai Xcent a real run for
their money.

Link: http://www.jagran.com/automobile/car-reviews-tata-tigor-review-all-you-need-to-know-15709350.html

http://www.jagran.com/automobile/car-reviews-tata-tigor-review-all-you-need-to-know-15709350.html


Motortrend
Verdict:

• First of all let us say that the TIGOR is easily the best looking car in its class and that is half the battle won.
It does well in other departments as well with a generous features list and good space along with above
average quality. The engines are decent though we say pick the petrol. Overall the TIGOR would be the
most affordable compact sedan when launched and promises to give excellent value just like the Tiago
thus the TIGOR continues the winning streak of Tata Motors delivering excellent products.

Link: http://www.motortrend.in/newcars/roadtests/670324/tata-kite-compact-sedan-images-india-launch-
price.htm

http://www.motortrend.in/newcars/roadtests/670324/tata-kite-compact-sedan-images-india-launch-price.htm


Cartoq
Verdict:

• The TIGOR will be the cheapest compact sedan in the country when launched on 29th March. We are not
sure how loaded will be the lower end variants but the top-end ones that we drove offer much more than
the competition. The TIGOR is eye catching and has smart features. Tata has done a wonderful job in
designing the car beautifully, while giving a long list of equipment on the inside. There’s only one more
thing needed to make the TIGOR a winning product – sharp pricing! Will Tata recreate the Tiago and Hexa
magic with the TIGOR in coming few weeks? We think so!

Link: http://www.cartoq.com/tata-TIGOR-compact-sedan-car-india-launch-drive-review-roadtest/

http://www.cartoq.com/tata-tigor-compact-sedan-car-india-launch-drive-review-roadtest/


Cars24
Verdict:

• The Tata Tigor looks impressive, cabin feels rich, It is feature loaded, supremely comfortable and offers
value for money

Link: https://blog.cars24.com/5-reasons-tata-tigor-first-big-car/2/

https://blog.cars24.com/5-reasons-tata-tigor-first-big-car/2/


International Business Times
Verdict:

• Tata Motors will announce the fuel efficiency data and the price of the Tigor on March 29. These are the
two most important determining factors in this segment. Apart from these, the Tigor has a very attractive
style. Most importantly it is not a Tiago with a boot attached. Well thought out detailing on the exterior
and interior makes the Tigor an ideal buy for people who want style apart from value for money. While
the not-so-cool thing about the Tigor is the powertrain that craves for more power, the features, good ride
and handling package make it an ideal toy for city dwellers. Tata has gotten the pricing right for Tiago and
hence, the Tigor can be expected to come with a competitive price tag. In that case, the Tigor will give its
rivals a run for money.

Link: http://www.ibtimes.co.in/tata-tigor-test-drive-review-compact-stylish-head-turner-720075

http://www.ibtimes.co.in/tata-tigor-test-drive-review-compact-stylish-head-turner-720075


OnCars
Verdict:

• The Tata TIGOR definitely seems up for the job as it has got all the essential ingredients to make consumer
get attracted towards it. The design elements are what will strike the cord the best while performance
complementing the feel with comfort not falling far behind for a great overall experience. Rest one would
have to wait and watch as to how Tata Motors finally price the TIGOR for the Indian market. We expect the
pricing to be competitive between 4.7 – 7.5 lakhs (ex-showroom), as this compact sedan would be
launched on the 29th of March 2017. Until then please stay tuned to the OnCars Car News Section for all
the updates on Tata TIGOR.

Link: http://oncars.in/car-reviews/tata-TIGOR-first-drive-report-25890/

Zest vs TIGOR

Link- http://oncars.in/car-news/tata-TIGOR-vs-tata-zest-price-features-and-engine-specifications-comparison-
25927/

http://oncars.in/car-reviews/tata-tigor-first-drive-report-25890/
http://oncars.in/car-news/tata-tigor-vs-tata-zest-price-features-and-engine-specifications-comparison-25927/


Carblog India
Verdict:

• The TIGOR is not perfect. It’s not very refined and isn’t very poised in the corners. Also, the TIGOR isn’t an
enthusiasts’ delight, no, far from it. However, the TIGOR is easily the most attractive compact sedan we’ve
ever seen. Also, it has a long list of features and offers a spacious cabin. Prices are yet to be revealed, but
we are expecting a Rs. 60,000-70,000 premium over the Tiago. At such a competitive price point, armed
with qualities like a spacious cabin, a great infotainment system, frugal engines, and, of course, a great
design, the TIGOR makes tremendous sense. Honestly, in a world full of ungainly sub-4 metre sedans, the
TIGOR comes as a breath of fresh air. The TIGOR looks so good that we give it a big thumbs up on the basis
of the looks alone!

Link: http://www.carblogindia.com/tata-TIGOR-test-drive-review/

http://www.carblogindia.com/tata-tigor-test-drive-review/


Indian autosblog
Verdict:

• Although the current demand for a sub-4m compact sedan is not as strong as it was a couple of years
back, Tata is confident that the TIGOR will draw attention from buyers who wish to upgrade from an entry
level hatchback or an old sedan. Some of the rivals name-dropped by Tata during their feedback session
were the Maruti Swift Dzire, Maruti Baleno, Hyundai Xcent, and Hyundai Elite i20, giving an idea of the
target customers that Tata is looking to appeal. If its pricing turns out to be along the lines of the Tata
Tiago, the TIGOR could be the least expensive sedan to launch in India, which, we reckon, is going to
garner plenty of attention. The Tiago turned out to be Tata’s best selling car of 2016, so you can imagine
the response Tata will receive when an attractively priced Tiago-based sedan offering 419L of boot
volume, good equipment list, and respectable fuel efficiency numbers hits the showrooms. Not to
mention, it’s also the most stylish and among the most spacious sub-4m sedans in the segment.

Link: http://indianautosblog.com/2017/03/tata-TIGOR-first-drive-review-260993

http://indianautosblog.com/2017/03/tata-TIGOR-first-drive-review-260993


Drivespark
Verdict:

• The Tata TIGOR is a game changer in the compact sedan segment with its focus on design. The petrol Tata
TIGOR is the one to go for; though the frugal diesel will also attract a lot of attention. The Tata TIGOR will
be priced aggressively and should give the Swift Dzire and the Hyundai Xcent a real run for their money.

Link: http://www.drivespark.com/car-reviews/tata-TIGOR-review-test-drive-report-021235.html

http://www.drivespark.com/car-reviews/tata-tigor-review-test-drive-report-021235.html


ET Auto
Verdict:

• Tata Tigor fairs well in terms of a complete package. One of the main attraction is the exterior design and
well-finished interiors. It is a good city car which can easily manage the weekend gateways because of
large boot capacity of 419L. If priced well, Tigor may follow the footsteps of Tiago Success.

Link:http://auto.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/passenger-vehicle/cars/tata-tigor-review-on-the-
footsteps-of-tiago/57748251

http://auto.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/passenger-vehicle/cars/tata-tigor-review-on-the-footsteps-of-tiago/57748251


Motorscribes
Verdict:

• The Tigor does stand as a testament to where Tata Motors is heading. Their products are getting better
and better as they aggressively push ahead and we aren’t complaining. There is no doubt that the Tigor
will ride on the success that the Tiago has paved thus far and knowing Tata, we can just about guarantee
that it will be priced aggressively and will make for a great car in your garage if you happen to be on the
lookout for something that’s small, frugal, fun to drive and stylish.

Link: www.motorscribes.com/reviews/tata-tigor-first-drive-review-a-lesson-in-style#ixzz4cWZY2TR0



Powerdrift
Verdict:

• It all depends on the pricing, we are loving the new crop of cars coming from the Tata Motors stable
specially the TIGOR

Tata TIGOR review video- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fOXvuNVqkk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fOXvuNVqkk


India car news
Verdict:

• Nobody knows the sub-4 metre segment as good as Tata Motors, after all they started this segment with
the launch of the Indigo back in 2002. Then came the Zest in 2014, though it couldn't do as good as the
Indigo. Now that the sub-4 metre sedan is doing fairly well in India, the homegrown carmaker has come up
with an all-new vehicle - Tata Tigor. Though based on the Tiago hatchback, it has been able to create its
own identity - thanks to the great work done by Tata Motors on its design part. This is the finest looking
vehicle in its category with well proportioned layout. The Tigor features the same 1.2-litre petrol and 1.5-
litre diesel engines that do duty in the Tiago, the company has worked on improving refinement levels.

Tata TIGOR review video- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmHvanmNqxs&t=1s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmHvanmNqxs&t=1s


Motown
Verdict:

• TIGOR TIGOR looking bright in the cities where we live, kudos to the Tata Motors team for building such a
perfect frame

Tata TIGOR review video- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91gFhKgbYuU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91gFhKgbYuU


Motoroctane
Verdict:

• Tata TIGOR is a good option to consider for compact sedan buyers. It isn't just the most stylish looking one
but even is feature-loaded as well.

Tata TIGOR review video- : https://motoroctane.com/news/41351-tata-TIGOR



News 18
Verdict:

• This is not the first time that Tata Motors have tried their hand in the sub-4 metre compact sedan segment
but is their best offering yet. After all, the car comes from the stable of the automaker that was the first
one to come out with a sub-4 metre sedan, almost eight years ago, with the Indigo CS and eventually gave
way to a segment that has grown leaps and bounds ever since. And with the TIGOR, they did not take any
shortcuts either and the design of the car makes it evident. The company could have simply slapped a
small boot at the back and called it a day but they went the extra mile and to give it neat touches like – the
smoked projector headlamps, the great detailing on the LED tail lamps, the 'Styleback' shape of the car,
the diamond cut alloy wheels and the likes of it. The fact is, that Tata Motors could have easily skipped
doing the extra effort but they didn’t and that is commendable. And even if you put all of that aside, the
TIGOR is actually a pretty good car. It looks good, offers practicality and gets all the bases covered. What
remains to be seen is the pricing because if Tata Motors manages to get that right as well, then they have
a winner on their hands.

Link: http://www.news18.com/news/auto/tata-TIGOR-first-drive-review-the-head-turner-done-right-price-
details-specifications-features-petrol-diesel-variants-1361590.html

Tata TIGOR review video-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9BzyZCBlUE&t=70s

http://www.news18.com/news/auto/tata-tigor-first-drive-review-the-head-turner-done-right-price-details-specifications-features-petrol-diesel-variants-1361590.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9BzyZCBlUE&t=70s


END


